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Introduction

Bone marrow stromal cell (BMSC) populations 
contain a sub-population of bona fide skeletal 
stem cells (SSCs).1, 2 Owing to their ability to 
differentiate into multiple lineages (cartilage, 
bone, haematopoiesis supportive stroma, marrow 
adipocytes) these BMSCs/SSCs are considered 
to be promising candidates for skeletal tissue 
engineering.3 In the quest for developing and 
refining skeletal tissue engineering, utilization 
of BMSCs/SSCs has been explored for decades. 
Categorically, in many bone tissue engineering 
studies, this specific subset of the population has 
been the central focus, and has been proven to 
be essential for successful regeneration of bone 
and re-establishment of its marrow by the cells 
themselves. The emergence of strategies based 
on cell sorting using unique combinations of 

cell surface markers has identified different 
forms of SSCs in different locations (periosteum, 
growth plate, marrow) (reviewed in Ambrosi et 
al.4). With increasing understanding of the role 
of different SSCs in growth (bone shape) and 
maintenance (lifelong bone turnover) of the 
skeletal system, keen interest in their precise 
characteristics, potency (e.g., progenitors of 
bone, cartilage, and stroma) is growing. SSCs 
are reported to be highly clonogenic in vitro, 
display multipotency when transplanted in vivo, 
and are able to self-renew5 (reviewed in Bianco 
and Robey2). However, due to the heterogeneity 
of BMSCs/SSCs at different developmental 
and maturational stages and locations, and 
distinguishing them appropriately from non-
skeletal populations of cells with similar cell 
surface characteristics, has posed a great challenge 
in their application.
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Based on studies over the last several decades, the self-renewing skeletal lineages 

derived from bone marrow stroma could be an ideal source for skeletal tissue 

engineering. However, the markers for osteogenic precursors; i.e., bone marrow-

derived skeletal stem cells (SSCs), in association with other cells of the marrow 

stroma (bone marrow stromal cells, BMSCs) and their heterogeneous nature 

both in vivo and in vitro remain to be clarified. This review aims to highlight: i) 

the importance of distinguishing BMSCs/SSCs from other “mesenchymal stem/

stromal cells”, and ii) factors that are responsible for their heterogeneity, and 

how these factors impact on the differentiation potential of SSCs towards bone. 

The prospective role of SSC enrichment, their expansion and its impact on SSC 

phenotype is explored. Emphasis has also been given to emerging single cell RNA 

sequencing approaches in scrutinizing the unique population of SSCs within 

the BMSC population, along with their committed progeny. Understanding 

the factors involved in heterogeneity may help researchers to improvise their 

strategies to isolate, characterize and adopt best culture practices and source 

identification to develop standard operating protocols for developing reproducible 

stem cells grafts. However, more scientific understanding of the molecular basis of 

heterogeneity is warranted that may be obtained from the robust high-throughput 

functional transcriptomics of single cells or clonal populations.

https://doi.org/10.4103/1673-5374.297057%0D
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In this review, we will discuss the essential need for 
appropriate nomenclature and characterization of similar 
but physiologically distinctive populations of skeletal cells in 
different tissues. The plausible causative factors underlying 
single cell heterogeneity will also be discussed in the context 
of BMSCs/SSCs. We will explore up-to-date information 
to describe single cell heterogeneity and its biological basis 
in bone marrow-resident SSCs. We will also address the 
potential role of high throughput single cell RNA sequencing 
tools to unravel the inherent variations at the single cell level 
and identification of consistent subsets amid supposedly 
homogenous populations, that have hitherto been unnoticed.

What are Bone Marrow Stromal Cells/

Skeletal Stem Cells?

Based on the seminal work of Friedenstein et al.6 starting in 
the late 1960s, and later with Owen and coworkers,7 it is now 
known that bone marrow is the home to two different post-
natal stem cells: the haematopoietic stem cell that gives rise 
to all cell types found in blood, and the skeletal stem cell that 
can reform all skeletal tissues (cartilage, bone, haematopoiesis-
supportive stroma and marrow adipocytes). Importantly, 
this finding was based on clonal analyses, whereby single cell 
suspensions of bone marrow were plated at low density into 
tissue culture plastic dishes. As human haematopoietic cells 
generally do not adhere, the rapidly adherent cells fraction was 
referred to as colony forming units-fibroblasts (CFU-Fs) by 
Friedenstein et al.6 These cells are initially quiescent, but begin 
to proliferate within 24–48 hours to form a colony in a density-
independent fashion.6, 8, 9 When these colonies are individually 
expanded (single-colony-derived strains), and tested for their 
differentiation capacity by the cartilage pellet culture in vitro,10 

and by in vivo transplantation with an appropriate scaffold, it 
was determined by Friedenstein,8 and later by others, that ~10–
20% of the single colony-derived strains are multipotent; i.e., 
they were able to make bone, stroma and marrow adipocytes 
of donor origin, and importantly, support haematopoiesis 
of recipient origin. Of the remaining single colony-derived 
strains, ~50% made only bone, and the remainder only made 
fibrous tissue.11-13 Outcomes of cartilage formation in pellet 
cultures10 were variable, depending on the age of the donor, 
and the length of time in culture. These results highlight that 
~1:5 of the original CFU-Fs is a multipotent SSC, whereas the 
remainder are transiently amplifying progenitor cells; i.e., they 
can proliferate, but are not SSCs based on their loss of potency 
(the ability to make a complete bone/marrow organ). 

Bone Marrow Stromal Cells/Skeletal 

Stem Cells Aka Bone Marrow-Derived 

“Mesenchymal Stem Cells”: What’s in A Name? 

Based on these clonal analyses, it is clear that there is a subset 
of cells in the BMSC population that are multipotent cells, 
and later, they were determined to be self-renewing based on 

serial transplantation studies,5 qualifying them as bona fide 
stem cells. Friedenstein and Owen called them “bone marrow 
stromal stem cells”,9 later to be called “SSCs”.1 However, these 
cells have also been named “mesenchymal stem cells,” a term 
first coined in the 1990s,14 and later changed to “mesenchymal 
stromal cells” by the International Society for Cell Therapy.15 

However, neither of these terms is scientifically accurate. 
Mesenchyme, as classically defined by developmental 
biologists,16 is an embryonic connective tissue that forms 
not only connective tissues, but also blood and blood vessels 
(primarily mesodermal in origin). There is no report so far 
where post-natal stem cells have been shown to give rise to all 
three tissues based on rigorous and appropriate differentiation 
assays. Of note, bone and associated tissues derive from at least 
three (and possibly four) different embryonic specifications. 
The sclerotome of somites (paraxial mesoderm) gives rise to 
bones of the posterior cranial vault and the axial skeleton, 
somatic lateral plate mesoderm gives rise to the appendicular 
skeleton, neural crest (ectoderm) forms the facial bones,2, 17 

and it has been suggested that cells from the dorsal root of the 
developing aorta (mesoangioblasts) also contribute to skeletal 
tissue formation.18 On the other hand, dermis, skeletal muscle 
and tendon derive from different specifications of the somitic 
paraxial mesoderm (dermatotome, myotome, syndetome, 
respectively) in the axial skeleton, and from the somatopleure 
of somatic lateral plate mesoderm, and from paraxial 
mesodermal somitomeres and neural crest in the craniofacial 
skeleton. While bone marrow adipose tissue develops from 
mesoderm and neural crest, other forms of adipose tissue are 
derived from all three germ layers19 (Figure 1). Consequently, 
there is no common embryonic source for skeletal tissues, and 
there is no reason to believe that there would be one in the 
post-natal organism. In other words, “mesenchymal stem/
stromal cells” (“MSCs”) are not a lineage.20

In spite of these developmental facts, it has been reported, and 
it continues to be reported, that “MSCs” can be isolated from 
virtually any tissue in the body,21 based on the expression of 
certain cell surface markers such as CD29, CD73 and CD90 
(to name just a few).15 However, these CD markers are not 
specific. They are expressed by almost all fibroblastic cells, 
and they cannot be used, in and of themselves, to prove the 
stem cell nature of a given population or even of a single cell.22 

These are the cell surface proteins that give fibroblastic cells 
the ability to interact with the extracellular environment and 
with other cells in the tissue. Of note, many of these markers 
not only change with time in culture, but also change due cell-
cell contact, plastic adherence and its quality, growth factors 
and enzymatic manipulations.12, 23-25

In addition to the lack of specificity of the cell surface markers, 
many of the in vitro assays that have been used to determine 
differentiation of “MSCs” are highly prone to artifact.20 For 
example, the in vitro osteogenic assay relies on culturing cells 

1 National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research, National Institutes of Health, Department of Health and Human Services, Bethesda, MD, USA; 2 
Biosystems and Biomaterials Division, National Institute of Standards and Technology, Department of Commerce, Gaithersburg, MD, USA; 3 Department of 
Biotechnology, School of Biological Engineering & Life Sciences, Shobhit Institute of Engineering & Technology (Deemed-to-be-University), Meerut, India
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either with bone morphogenetic protein or with medium 
that contains high levels (10 mM) of β-glycerophosphate and 
supraphysiological doses of dexamethasone (10–7 M). Bone 
morphogenetic proteins will temporarily induce osteogenic 
differentiation of fibroblastic cells as has long been known 
from the pioneering work of Urist.26 But that does make the 
fibroblast inherently osteogenic (they are what Friedenstein 
termed an “inducible” osteoprogenitor27), and when bone 
morphogenetic protein-induced Smad signaling dissipates, 
often so does the bone. With respect to β-glycerophosphate/
dexamethasone differentiation, if the cells make tissue non-
specific alkaline phosphatase (which many types of cells do), it 
cleaves β-glycerophosphate to form free phosphate, and when 
the phosphate product becomes high enough, it precipitates 
with calcium in the medium to form calcium phosphate. In 
addition, when cultured in this type of medium long enough, 
cells begin to die, and mitochondria in dead and dying cells 
serve as an efficient nidus for the formation of dystrophic 
calcification. Both calcium phosphate and dystrophic 
calcification stain positively with alizarin red S or von Kossa, 
but neither are indicative of matrix mineralization.28 In the 
adipogenic assay, there are a few cocktails that will induce 
differentiation into multilocular adipocytes. However, many 
cell types will accumulate lipid from serum in the medium (in 
particular, from horse serum), but they do not synthesize lipids 
de novo.29 The gold standard for osteogenic and adipogenic 
differentiation is by in vivo transplantation of the cells in 
conjunction with an appropriate scaffold, and detection of 
extracellular matrix, osteocytes, osteoblasts, stroma and 
marrow adipocytes of donor origin. For cartilage formation, 

the in vitro pellet culture is currently the gold standard (Figure 

2).30 In this assay, one must be able to see chondrocytes lying in 
lacunae, surrounded by matrix that stains purple with toluidine 
blue (metachromasia).3 It is the use of the highly artifactual in 

vitro assays, and the misinterpretation of the chondrogenic 
assay that has led to the widely held, but inaccurate belief 
that “MSCs” with chondrogenic, osteogenic and adipogenic 
capacities are found almost everywhere.31

The Biological Truth about “Mesenchymal 

Stem/Stromal Cells” 

In stem cell biology, the term “MSCs” is being used as a 
designation for all types of populations of stromal and 
fibroblastic cells. However, based on fundamental knowledge 
of developmental biology, the application of rigorous cell 
and biochemical assays in vitro and in vivo, coupled with high 
throughput tools for extensive and thorough characterization 
of various populations labeled as “MSCs”, it is now apparent 
that multiple and distinct populations of stem/progenitor cells 
exist in different tissues30 (tissue-specific stem/progenitor 
cells), and even within bone itself (reviewed in Ambrosi et 
al.4). Although these cell populations have similar cell surface 
characteristics due to their fibroblastic/stromal nature, their 
differentiation potential is not identical, and is rooted in 
their tissue of origin. Thus, the issue of scientifically accurate 
representation of these unique subsets of cells within different 
tissues, and within bone, based on their embryonic origins and 
lineages, has been raised and remains controversial to date.

While several of the assays described above have proven to 
be ineffective in determining the differentiation capacity of a 

Figure 1. Developmental origins of different connective tissues that have been reported to contain “MSCs”. Of note, 
bone originates from three different embryonic specifications (noted by a white star). Skin, muscle, tendons and 
ligaments, and bone arise from different specifications of the sclerotome. Bone marrow adipose tissue originates from 
paraxial mesoderm, lateral plate mesoderm and neural crest. While bone marrow adipose tissue arises from mesoderm 
and neural crest, other forms of fat originate from all three germ layers. “MSCs” are not a lineage. MSC: mesenchymal 
stem/stromal cell. Adapted from Bianco and Robey.2
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given fibroblastic population of cells, there are assays that can 
faithfully predict the presence of tissue specific stem/progenitor 
cells in a number of connective tissues. For example, by using 
techniques that were developed for the analysis of the SSCs 
within the BMSC population, dental pulp stem cells have been 
identified within the adherent dental pulp cell population of 
permanent teeth,32 and stem cells from exfoliated deciduous 
teeth (SHED) have been identified within the dental pulp 
cell population of primary teeth.33 These cells are CFU-Fs, 
but instead of making a bone/marrow organ upon in vivo 
transplantation, they make dentin and a pulp-like complex, and 
SHED also make something that looks like a combination of 
bone and dentin (osteodentin). Likewise, clonogenic cells can 
be isolated from periodontal ligament that make cementum 
along with a periodontal ligament-like structure upon in vivo 
transplantation.34 In addition, isolation of cells with similar cell 
surface markers as BMSCs/SSCs from muscle yields cells that 
are inherently myogenic (form myotubes) when switched to an 
appropriate substrate and culture medium, but in the absence 
of myoblasts.30 This in vitro assay is currently the gold standard 
by which to demonstrate myogenesis,35 based on the fact that 
in vivo, myoblasts are promiscuous and will fuse with just about 
any fibroblastic cell, but that does make the cell inherently 

myogenic (Figure 2). These findings highlight the fact that 
rigorous differentiation assays are not “one size fits all”. They 
must be tailored to faithfully recapitulate differentiation at play 
in different tissues. 

Why Do We Care About Heterogeneity?

In the field of regenerative medicine, the selection of 
appropriate cells is indispensable, as the ultimate quality and 
outcome of cellular therapy rely on the potency and biological 
functions of the cells (the critical quality attributes). The 
spectrum of variations present in any cell population can have 
a significant impact on the successful creation of functional 
regenerative therapy products. 

Many published in vitro and in vivo results have raised concerns 
about BMSC/SSC heterogeneity,36 and so the question arises, 
why do we care? The answer is varied, depending on what 
we want to do with the cells, and is related to the nature and 
the biological basis of the heterogeneity; e.g., heterogeneity 
due to the presence of extraneous cell types as compared with 
heterogeneity within the cell itself. 

First and foremost, the most obvious concern is that the 
population is contaminated with irrelevant and/or unwanted 

Figure 2. Gold standard assays by which to assess differentiation capacity. Many of the currently used “standard” 
assays of differentiation are prone to artifact or misinterpretation. However, there are assays that can faithfully report 
differentiation capacity: 1) the in vitro cartilage pellet assay, whereby one can see chondrocytes lying in lacunae surrounded 
by extracellular matrix that stains purple with toluidine blue, 2) the in vivo transplantation assay whereby donor cells are 
able to make bone matrix, osteocytes, osteoblasts, and in some cases, support haematopoiesis and formation of marrow 
adipocytes (the latter two properties are not shared by all forms of skeletal stem cells), and 3) the in vitro myogenic 
assay, whereby myotubes are formed in the absence of exogenous myoblasts (which will spontaneously fuse with any 
fibroblastic population). Adapted in part from Sacchetti et al.30 BM: bone marrow; DAPI: diamidino-2-phenylindole; 
H&E: hematoxylin and eosin; hp: haematopoiesis; MSC: mesenchymal stem/stromal cell; MU: muscle; MyHC: myosin 
heavy chain.
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cell types. For example, it is well known that rodent BMSC 
cultures are heavily contaminated with haematopoietic cells 
(primarily macrophages), sometimes up to 90%, based on their 
tight association with rodent BMSCs,37 and their residence 
within large mountains of hyaluronic acid that is secreted by 
rodent BMSCs. Obviously, this level of contamination can alter 
experimental results and their interpretation significantly, and 
could significantly impact tissue engineering procedures. 

Other reasons for heterogeneity are less overt as described 
below and may or may not impact on the goal of a particular 
experiment. While CD markers cannot be used to identify 
a population as “stem cells,” populations of cells that do not 
have near > 90% expression of markers such as CD29, CD73, 
and CD90 are most likely contaminated with cell types other 
than BMSCs.3 However, in the absence of contamination, one 
may be less concerned about other forms of heterogeneity for 
tissue engineering purposes if the existence of the SSC within 
the BMSC population can be documented and is maintained. 
In order to regenerate large quantities of bone, it is essential 
that the SSC remains in the transplanted population in order 
to support bone turnover. In this context, one would not use 
clones for this purpose, based on the labour-intensive nature 
of generating clones, and the high number of population 
doublings that a single CFU-F goes through to generate 
a colony that is subsequently expanded. For this purpose, 
multi-colony derived strains (generated by plating single cell 
suspensions at non-clonal densities) can be used along with in 

vivo transplants to determine if the population can generate a 
complete bone/marrow organ, which is a surrogate marker 
for the SSC based on the complete dependence on the SSC to 
generate a complete organoid. 

In terms of regenerative medicine, there are a plethora of 
studies that suggest the notion that BMSCs/SSCs (and other 
“MSCs”) do not regenerate cartilage or bone themselves, but 
rather that they exert a paracrine, immunomodulatory and/or 
immunosuppressive effect that encourages endogenous cells to 
begin the repair process.38, 39 However, to date, it has not been 
established that it is the subset of stem cells that is responsible 
for potential improvements in a long list of diseases and 
disorders, and it is unlikely to be, based on their rarity. The 
putative effects are based on the population as a whole, and 
cannot rightly be called “stem” cell therapy. It is possible that 
subpopulations other than the stem cell subpopulation are 
responsible for this effect, and perhaps if they were more highly 
enriched, results would be more remarkable and reproducible. 
More study of these potential sub-populations is needed. 
Nonetheless, these purported properties have led to another 
change in terminology to the “medicinal signalling cell”.40 But 
it must be noted that all cells in the body secrete a variety of 
factors. In many pre-clinical and clinical applications, “MSCs” 
from one tissue are interchanged with “MSCs” from another 
tissue, but it is not clear whether their secretomes are similar 
or not. Furthermore, it has been suggested that skin fibroblasts 
may be equally as effective as “MSCs”.41 Rigorous pre-clinical 
and clinical trials are needed to determine: 1) the benefits of 
cells from one tissue source versus another, 2) whether there 
is a need to identify and isolate subpopulations that are more 

effective in exerting these effects, and finally, 3) if there is a 
real, substantial and long-lasting effect of such treatments. 
Currently, efficacy has been limited due to a number of factors 
such as poor experimental/trial design, lack of appropriate 
power calculations and sample size, and inadequate primary 
outcome measures.42

In terms of SSC biology, it is of great importance to 
independently track the SSC in order to follow its fate and 
biological activity in vitro and in vivo. This knowledge would 
enable determination of how to best maintain and manipulate 
the SSC. As discussed below, a recognition of the nature of, 
and an understanding of, the biological basis of heterogeneity 
of BMSCs/SSCs is emerging. 

Nature of Bone Marrow Stromal Cell/Skeletal 

Stem Cell Heterogeneity

Setting aside contamination by non-BMSC cell types, 
heterogeneity of BMSCs/SSCs can be noted at different levels. 
When plated at clonal density and growth is initiated 24–48 
hours later, cells exhibit a variety of cell shapes and sizes, 
ranging from long spindle-shaped cells, to smaller, polygonal 
cells, to large, flat cells43, 44 (Figure 3A). As growth continues, 
colonies (counted as those having > 50 cells) of different sizes 
ranging from very small to very large are noted, with some 
colonies being composed of cells that are widely separated 
from each other by migration (“loose”), and others where 
cells remain very closely associated with each other (“dense”). 
Some colonies remain as a monolayer, while others begin to 
multilayer (Figure 3B). However, the morphology of the cells, 
and the size and growth habit of colonies do not correlate with 
their potency; i.e., the ability to form a complete bone/marrow 
organ upon in vivo transplantation with an appropriate 
scaffold.43 

Once established, colonies can also spontaneously differentiate, 
indicating their commitment to a particular phenotype (Figure 

4A). When stained histochemically with alkaline phosphatase, 
the vast majority of the colonies contain cells that are alkaline 
phosphatase positive, indicative of a pre-osteogenic and 
osteogenic, stromagenic, and pre-adipogenic phenotype. 
Approximately 50% of the colonies begin to deposit mineralized 
matrix as detected by inverted light microscopy as phase bright 
material, or by alizarin red S in fixed cultures, and ~10% of the 
colonies have cells that have multi-locular lipid accumulation 
that can again be seen inverted light microscopy, or by oil red 
O staining in fixed cultures (Figure 4A). This spontaneous in 

vitro differentiation is somewhat congruent with the results 
obtained when single-colony-derived strains were attached 
to hydroxyapatite/tricalcium phosphate ceramic particles and 
transplanted into immunocompromised mice (~10–20% were 
multipotent, ~50% formed bone and the remainder formed 
fibrous tissue) (Figure 4B).12, 13

Interestingly, unlike many cell types, clonal populations of 
BMSCs can shift from one phenotype to another (“flexibility”). 
This was demonstrated by first culturing cells in adipogenic 
conditions to identify adipogenic colonies by microscopic 
methods, then switching to osteogenic medium. It was found 
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A   Analysis of clones: spontaneous in vitro differentiation 

B             Analysis of clones: in vivo transplantation 

C                        “Flexibility”of clones in vitro 
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Figure 3. Differences in cell morphology (A) and colony size and habit (B) of freshly isolated bone marrow stromal cell 
suspensions plated at clonal density. When individual colonies with different cell shapes and colony habits are expanded 
ex vivo and transplanted in vivo, neither parameter correlated with the formation of a bone/marrow organ (a measure of 
multipotency). Adapted from Satomura et al.43

Figure 4. Clonal analysis - an essential step in the determination of stem cell potency. (A) When colonies are allowed to 
grow beyond the 10–14 days usually used for colony forming efficiency, the individual colonies begin to spontaneously 
differentiate. The vast majority of the colonies are alkaline phosphatase positive (right panel), indicative of osteogenic 
and pre-adipogenic cells. Approximately 50% of the colonies were Alizarin Red positive (centre panel) and approximately 
10% stained with oil red O (right panel, unpublished data). (B) When individual colonies were isolated, expanded ex 

vivo, and transplanted subcutaneously into immunocompromised mice with an hydroxyapatite/tricalcium phosphate 
scaffold, ~10% of the single colony-derived strains made a complete bone/marrow organ (multipotent), whereas ~50% 
formed only bone (unipotent), and the remainder formed only fibrous tissue. Adapted from Sworder et al.13 (C) In 
studies where colonies were first incubated with adipogenic medium, colonies that accumulated fat identifiable by 
inverted light microscopy were marked with a blue circle. When the medium was changed to an osteogenic medium, 
a number of the adipogenic colonies also became alizarin red positive, indicating that the original CFU-F was able to 
give rise to adipogenic cells, and then osteogenic cells; an indication of “flexibility” (unpublished data). CFU-F: colony 
forming units-fibroblast.
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that a small number of colonies that were first identified as 
adipogenic colonies, were then able to become osteogenic 
colonies (Figure 4C). While it cannot be said that a single 
cell was first an adipocyte, and then became an osteoblast, it 
can be said that a single CFU-F was able to self-renew during 
establishment of the colony able to give rise to cells capable of 
differentiating into adipogenic cells first, and then osteogenic 
cells.

Causes of heterogeneity

In determining the reasons for BMSC/SSC heterogeneity, 
factors can be categorized as being intrinsic to the cells 
themselves, or extrinsic to the cell (the microenvironment in 
which they reside). 

Intrinsic factors 

These sources of heterogeneity include the developmental 
origin of cartilage and bone, which are multiple as indicated 
above (paraxial and somatic lateral plate mesoderm, neural 
crest and dorsal root of the aorta). Bone made from lateral plate 
mesoderm and from neural crest has been shown to exhibit 
different levels of CFU-Fs within their bone marrow, different 
rates of proliferation and response to osteogenic inducers, and 
different marker genes.45 These differences were also reflected 
in the nature of the transplants that were generated from lateral 
plate mesodermal BMSCs and neural crest-derived BMSCs/
SSCs, with neural crest-derived cells establishing fewer and 
smaller regions of haematopoietic marrow, but large regions of 
dense bone, reminiscent of the structure of jawbone.45 Recently, 
directed differentiation of induced pluripotent stem cells first 
into paraxial and lateral plate mesoderm, and neural crest, and 
then into osteoprogenitor cells revealed significant differences 
in the transcriptomes of each type of osteoprogenitor.46

In addition to developmental differences, it is now recognized 
that different compartments of the same bone have SSCs 
that are similar, but not identical to one another. The resting 
zone of the growth plate has been shown to be the home of 
an SSC that can make cartilage, bone and haematopoiesis-
supportive stroma, but not marrow adipocytes. Similar, but 
not identical, cells have also been found in the periosteum 
(reviewed in Ambrosi et al.4). Both of these populations have a 
higher propensity to make cartilage in comparison with bone 
marrow-derived SSCs, whereas bone marrow-derived SSCs 
are routinely able to make cartilage, bone, haematopoiesis 
supportive stroma and marrow adipocytes, based on clonal 
analysis and in vivo transplantation assays.2

The characteristics of a discrete periosteal stem cells owing 
to: (i) distinct transcriptional signatures (e.g., high Nanog and 
Wnt 5α levels), (ii) clonal multipotency, (iii) increased bone 
formation capacity per cell, and (iv) self-renewal properties, 
indicates that a multiple but distinct pools of stem cell 
progenitors exists in bone.47 Sivaraj and coworkers48 have also 
reported heterogenous subpopulations in the bone-derived 
skeletal progenitors. These subpopulations have divergence 
in their physiological functions and platelet-derived growth 
factor receptor β signaling plays an important role in their 

fate decision. In fact, it has now been established that in 
postnatal long bones in mice, two types of bone progenitors 
(i.e., early osteochondral and perivascular) exist and they have 
the characteristics similar to bona fide skeletal stem cells.49 

This study further showed that the osteochondral stem cell 
is responsible for long bone growth and repair, while the 
perivascular stem cell is part of the haematopoietic stem cell 
niche and supports haematopoiesis, and the formation of 
marrow adipocytes. Thus, multiple (heterogenous) types 
of stem cells exist in bone that has different abilities to 
perform different functions during development as well as in 
repairment of bone. Endosteal surfaces may also harbour SSCs 
that vary from the other three types.50 One might ask as to why 
there are so many variations on a theme; however, it is not 
difficult to imagine that there would be different subtypes of 
SSCs based on differences in their developmental history that 
put them in specific locations to perform explicit functions 
during development and modeling, growth, homeostasis and 
remodelling, and repair.

Second only to tissue source, donor variability has a major 
impact on BMSC/SSC heterogeneity. The skeleton is primarily 
the sum product of the coordinated action of osteoclastic and 
osteogenic cell types, but is highly influenced by numerous 
other organ systems. As such, skeletal variation is enormous. 
It has been reported that 50–85% of the variation in a key 
parameter, bone mineral density, is based on genetic factors.51 

Consequently, it is understandable that such genetic variability 
would impact on the biological activity of BMSCs/SSCs. 
The precise genetic factors are beginning to emerge, but are 
far from being completely identified. Donor origin has been 
shown to impact on growth and the transcriptomic profile 
of BMSCs/SSCs,52 which may relate to genomic differences, 
but would also be influenced by the health status of the donor. 
Yet in spite of this variability, transcriptome analysis shows 
that BMSCs/SSCs isolated from different donors do have 
distinctive features that clearly identify them as being BMSCs,20 
but variations, much like there are variations between different 
types of apples; an apple is an apple, but MacIntosh apples are 
different from Granny Smiths.

Although not often recognized, position of the cell within 
the cell cycle impacts on the character of BMSCs/SSCs. For 
example, it is now known that alkaline phosphatase, a cell 
membrane-anchored enzyme expressed by osteogenic and pre-
adipogenic cells, is expressed in a cell-cycle dependent fashion. 
In synchronous cultures induced by a thymidine-aphidicolin 
protocol, alkaline phosphatase activity dropped precipitously 
at G2 + M phase and returned during G1 and S phase (Figure 

5). A majority of the alkaline phosphatase activity lost from 
the cell surface at mitosis was recovered in the medium due to 
cleavage of the enzyme by a GPI transamidase.53 Interestingly, 
the master osteogenic transcription factor, Runx2, shows 
an even more complex pattern. Runx2 levels oscillate from 
maximal levels during early G1 to minimal levels during early 
S phase and mitosis during osteoprogenitor expansion, and are 
highly up-regulated with cessation of cell growth at the G0/G1 
transition during differentiation.54
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Development and aging of stem cells is intricately controlled 
by many factors including: i) telomere lengthening, ii) reactive 
oxygen species generation, iii) transcriptional regulation of the 
genome, iv) epigenetic dysregulation, (v) miRNAs changes (vi) 
mitochondrial dysfunctions (vii) modifications of DNA, RNA 
and the proteome.55-57 Various studies have reported that stem 
cell intrinsic/extrinsic pathways of aging (senescence) and their 
cross-talk could play an important role in the determination 
of stem cell functions and their regenerative (repair/healing) 
capacity.57-61. Previously, it has been shown that with aging, 
the osteochondrogenic potential in human SSC populations is 
gradually decreased (via upregulation of senescence-related 
pathways and loss of Sirtuin1 expression) and effects the 
fracture healing process. However, the decline in in vitro 

clonogenicity with aging has not been confirmed.56 By using a 
genetic mouse model (Cdkn2a

LUC), the role of senescent cells in 
fracture repair has been established, whereby with elimination 
of senescent cells (by drugs), improvement in the fracture 
healing process was shown.61 Mechanistically, it has been 
revealed that aging SSCs can affect the signaling pathways of 
the bone marrow niche and alters the differentiation potential 
of haematopoietic lineages, which could also be related to 
fragile bone.58 Josephson and coworkers59 have shown that 
age-associated inflammation plays an important role in SSC 
dysfunction where NF-κB plays a crucial role. Epigenetic errors 
could also lead to stem cell senescence and cause homeostasis 
alterations.60

Epigenetic regulation of chromatin has brought to light 
additional mechanisms of gene regulation that can affect self-
renewal and lineage commitment potential of adult BMSCs/
SSCs. With the advent of genome-wide ChIPseq and DNAseq 

analysis, our understanding of how epigenetic regulations 
are involved in stem cell self-renewal and commitment has 
increased.62 Targeting of epigenetic regulatory mechanisms 
has previously been attempted to restore the potency of 
haematopoietic stem cells by delaying aging.63 The process of 
aging in BMSCs/SSCs is also affected by epigenetic changes 
such as histone modifications and DNA methylation.64 These 
age-associated epigenetic changes may contribute to intrinsic 
heterogeneity of clonal stem cell populations, perhaps due to 
their tendency to introduce differential growth potential in 
cells of a population. During ex vivo expansion of BMSCs/SSCs, 
epigenetic and transcriptional alterations have been observed 
to increase the expression of osteogenic genes [such as TNAP 

(tissue non-specific alkaline phosphatase), Runx2, BGLAP 

(osteocalcin), and Spp1 (osteopontin)] with a concomitant 
decrease in stemness-related genes [e.g., Tert (telomerase 
reverse transcriptase)]. A decrease in H3K9 and K14 acetylation 
in the promoter region of stemness-controlling genes,65 and 
increase in acetylation in the promoter region of osteogenic 
genes has frequently been observed.66 These observations may 
explain, in part, why stemness is frequently lost over the sub-
culturing in ex vivo cultures of stromal stem cells. As BMSCs/
SSCs age, the expression of some DNA methyltransferases 
(such as DNA methyltransferase 1 and DNA methyltransferase 
3B has been noted to decrease, and accompanied with global 
hypomethylation.67 Such epigenetic modifications regulate the 
fate of adult stem cells and studying these mechanisms of gene 
regulation may improve our understanding of self-renewal, 
growth and differentiation potential of BMSCs/SSCs during 
their lifetime. To understand cellular heterogeneity, is it of 
paramount importance to consider single cell epigenomics in 
addition to transcriptome profiling.

Figure 5. Changes in alkaline phosphatase based on position on the cell cycle. It has long been recognized that BMSC/
SSC colonies are heterogeneous with respect to alkaline phosphatase activity (left panel, slide given to PGR by Alexander 
Friedenstein). Later, it was determined that when cultures of osteogenic cells are synchronized using an amphidicolin 
protocol, cells in S phase have high levels of activity. During G2 + M phase, alkaline phosphatase is cleaved from the cell 
surface and released into the medium. Cell surface activity is restored during the following G1 and S phases. Adapted in 
part from Fedarko et al.53 BMSC: bone marrow stromal cells; SSC: skeletal stem cell.

Hours after release
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Extrinsic factors

Extrinsic factors establish changes in the BMSC/SSC 
microenvironment, in response to which BMSCs/SSCs can 
dramatically alter their biological activity. Microenvironmental 
changes are related to changes in the composition and structure 
of the extracellular matrix, changes in levels of paracrine and 
endocrine factors, and changes in mechanical forces. All of these 
external influences can converge on a single cell, bestowing it 
with a unique in vivo history that will likely influence its future 
activity. Given their potential for use in tissue engineering to 
replace segments of bone (and perhaps even cartilage), lost due 
to trauma or disease, there has been a considerable amount 
of effort to develop methods for generating clinical grade 
BMSCs/SSCs by ex vivo expansion.68

Heterogeneity may arise due to culture conditions or cell 
manufacturing.69 Many attributes for heterogeneity have 
been described as intrinsic factors such as tissue source, donor 
age, sex, clonal variation, inconsistency in their phenotypes, 
including proliferation capacity, expression of cell surface 
markers and ability to secrete cytokines, or extrinsic factors 
like cell sorting, seeding densities, medium growth conditions 
and cell expansion. Such factors greatly affect osteogenic 
and adipogenic differentiation frequencies in vivo post 
transplantation. Much of the consideration has been given 
to heterogeneity in a clonal population of stem cells, yet 
there remains some pertinent concern in our quest to better 
understand single cell heterogeneity in stem cell biology. 
Is the absolute characterization of a population down to the 
single cell really needed? What are the sources of variability 
in genomically similar cells and plausible reasons for their 
altered biological behavior? Why does an isolated population 
loose its potential for differentiation or function? How can we 
target single cell heterogeneity to bring about the success of 
regenerative medicine? BMSCs/SSCs are manufactured using 
many different methods, but the spectrum of manufacturing 
methods used and their effects on BMSC/SSC characteristics 
and function has not been well characterized to date.

Several publications have clearly highlighted the importance of 
bone marrow harvesting protocols and culture conditions to 
successfully generate cell products for regenerative medicine.70, 71  
Often, the variations in cell isolation procedures (bone marrow 
aspiration vs. lavage of marrow-containing bone fragments, 
density gradient centrifugation), and in culture conditions 
(plastic adherent materials, growth medium, culture period, 
etc.) have been vividly reflected in poor outcomes of such 
efforts in some cases. We determined a number of years ago 
that optimal growth of murine and human BMSCs/SSCs is 
critically dependent on the amount of foetal bovine serum 
used (usually 20%), and that the serum be lot-selected based 
on the results of colony forming efficiency assays,12 and on 
proliferation rate. It was furthermore determined that the 
serum should not be heat-inactivated, based on colony forming 
efficiency and cell numbers upon subsequent passage These 
studies highlight how even common parameters of cell culture 
medium composition can impact cellular activity, and points 
to the need for continued optimization of culture medium for 
expansion of BMSCs/SSCs.

In a recent study, eight centres using Good Laboratory 
or Manufacturing Practices were surveyed as to their 
production methods.72 The transcriptomes from products of 
each centre were analyzed, and in vivo transplantation into 
immunocompromised mice was performed. All of the centres 
used marrow aspirates as the starting material, but some 
isolated mononuclear cells by density gradient centrifugation 
while others isolated cells by direct cell adhesion to tissue 
culture plastic. The basal culture medium and additives (e.g., 
heat inactivated foetal bovine serum vs. non-heat inactivated 
foetal bovine serum vs. human platelet lysate) also varied from 
centre to centre, along with the manufacturing methods. Some 
centres used standard flasks, others used cell factories, while 
one used a commercially available bioreactor. Twenty-four 
different BMSC lots were analysed, and variability was low 
between lots from the same centre, but significant variability 
between all centres was noted based on principal component 
analysis of transcriptomic profiles. BMSCs/SSCs from six 
centres were tested by in vivo transplantation for their ability 
to form bone and support haematopoiesis, a defining feature of 
BMSCs/SSCs. Cells from all six centres tested formed bone, but 
the quantity was highly variable. BMSCs/SSCs from only two 
centres substantially supported haematopoiesis. These results 
show that differences in manufacturing resulted in variable 
BMSC/SSC characteristics including their ability to form bone 
and support haematopoiesis, their defining characteristics. 

In addition to suitable cell populations, bone tissue engineering 
with BMSCs/SSCs essentially requires a biocompatible 
matrix/scaffold to construct a tissue microenvironment that 
is conducive to bone/marrow formation. Biomaterials are a 
critical part of many tissue engineering-based products based 
on their mimicry of the microenvironment required by certain 
cell types; e.g., bone-forming cells. For tissue engineering, 
fine tuning between cells and biomaterials is generally 
required. Any inconsistency in the microenvironment due to 
an unsupportive biomaterial may compromise the formation 
of the desired tissue. There are a number of reports that have 
demonstrated that biomaterials play an influential role in 
BMSC/SSC-based bone regeneration.73-75 

“Homogeneity Means a Single Cell” (Mickie 

Bhatia, ISSCR, 2011, Toronto, Canada): Advent 

of Single Cell RNA-sequencing Analysis

Heterogeneity or cell-to-cell variation is a commonly observed 
phenomenon in virtually all populations of cells, including 
stem cell populations. The heterogeneous nature of BMSCs/
SSCs is problematic in terms of comparing cells that are ex 

vivo expanded in one laboratory setting or another, but also 
is an inherent property of the cell population that needs to be 
recognized, embraced, and most importantly, to be understood. 
Very few biological processes are synchronized; e.g., all cells 
going through different stages of maturation at the same time. 
While we have some markers in the SSC lineage that identify 
particular stages of commitment and maturation (e.g., Sox9 
(SRY-box transcription factor 9) for chondrogenesis, Osx/Sp7 
(osterix, Sp7 transcription factor) for osteogenesis, PPARγ 
(peroxisome proliferator activated receptor gamma) for 
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adipogenesis), differentiation is more like a wave rather than a 
staircase with distinct steps. 

In order to create a cellular consensus, concerted attempts to 
build comprehensive molecular reference databases of all cell 
populations have recently been created. In this effort, Hay et 
al.76 have developed an interactive and comprehensive web 
portal that has facilitated researchers to mine and curate data 
from the Human Cell Atlas. Differences in cell populations 
within and between donors can be easily probed by this portal, 
along with the classification of cellular populations based on 
progenitor stages and reference markers. This strategy is in line 
with other interactive web resource-based studies that also aim 
to investigate the diversity of haematopoietic cells in healthy 
and diseased states of mouse and human bone marrow.77, 78 

With the use of advanced computational modeling and library 
preparation algorithms (e.g., droplet-based sequencing.), 
thousands of cells can be subjected to sequencing and explored 
for their reference surface marker profiles, transcription factor 
genes, multilineage progenitor frequencies and variations in 
their gene regulatory networks. These studies have revealed 
much about the heterogeneity and confounding factors that 
exist within BMSC/SSC populations (e.g., Chan et al.,79 

Tikhonova et al.,80 Baryawno et al.,81 Wolock et al.,82 Liu et 
al.83).

The transcriptome of a single cell is highly influenced by 
multiple external signals as well as internal factors (such 
as “noises,” mRNA synthesis and decay).84, 85 This dynamic 
behavior of the transcriptome poses a great challenge in 
understanding the heterogeneity within a clonal population 
as the signature landscape varies significantly at different 
time points. Moreover, technical errors introduced by sample 
preparation are also a source of variation in transcriptome-
based studies.86 In comparison with single-step procedures and 
assays, multistep processing has always been challenging in 
terms of defining the yield, viability, and inter-step variations. 
This could significantly affect the ultimate results of RNA 
sequence analysis, therefore, leading to a substantial ex vivo 
heterogeneity in addition to what lineage commitment and 
differentiation may contribute. Preparation of bone marrow 
single cell population is a multi-step procedure that involves: 
i) bone marrow acquisition, ii) mechanical and/or enzymatic 
dissociation, iii) differential centrifugation, iv) fluorescense-
activated cell sorting and/or cell adherence, and v) direct 
analysis vs. clone/population selection, etc. In particular, 
recovery and viability of freshly isolated BMSCs/SSCs through 
these steps is a major problem that is not well recognized by 
many. By tracking colony forming efficiency of the freshly 
isolated single cell suspension of bone marrow and at each 
step of the way, major losses due to either loss of viability or 
adherence of the cells to the various vessels is a huge problem. 
The initial fractionation steps must include the removal of 
haematopoietic cells due to the fact that the BMSCs/SSCs 
represent only a minute fraction of the marrow cell population 
(~1/105 cells). ACK (ammonium-chloride-potassium) lysis 
and/or density gradient centrifugation removes most erythroid 
cells, however there are major losses of BMSCs/SSCs, and 
many haematopoietic cells remain. Fluorescense-activated cell 

sorting is also used to further remove CD45+ haematopoietic 
cells and CD31+ endothelial cells, but again, there are major 
loses of BMSC/SSCs with this depletion strategy, and the losses 
continue with positive selection strategies (manuscript in 
preparation). Given these losses, and the time that it takes to go 
through all of these steps, it is doubtful that the transcriptome 
that is generated is an accurate depiction of the state of the 
cells in situ. Methods for using cells fixed immediately after 
procurement and prior to all subsequent steps are sorely 
needed to alleviate this problem, and such methods are under 
development.87 Thus, use of simple, effective and selective 
strategies for isolation and enrichment of rare cell populations 
is highly desirable to gain confidence in the outcomes of any 
RNA profiling experiment. 

A number of transcriptome-based studies have revealed 
that expansion of rare BMSC/SSC populations, which is 
an unavoidable step for clinical manufacturing to produce 
sufficient numbers of cells, can cause inconsistency in the 
ultimate biological outcomes.52 These steps can lead to 
significant perturbations in BMSC/SSC differentiation and 
functional potentials. A significant decrease in bone formation 
efficiency (~36-fold) of singly passaged BMSCs has been 
observed when compared with fresh bone marrow cells.88 
Correspondingly, the morphological and functional behavior 
of plastic-adherent human BMSCs/SSCs have also been 
reported to be compromised when compared between different 
passages.12, 89, 90 It has been determined that after bone marrow 
dissociation, limiting cell culture procedures and the length 
of culture are really crucial for BMSCs/SSCs which could 
affect: their cellular attributes (such as cell cycle, senescence 
and apoptosis), progenitor properties, immune response, 
molecular and functional genotypes as well as phenotypes.90, 91

In addition to ascertaining the elements of cellular and 
functional heterogeneity of BMSCs/SSCs, scRNA-sequencing 
reveals transcriptomic diversity between haematopoietic 
and non- haematopoietic cell types. The characterization of 
hierarchical organization and unique populations (stem cells) 
with defined potency and lineage differentiation has been the 
subject of many studies.79, 82, 92 Unfortunately, each paper has its 
own nomenclature and utilizes different markers to establish 
potential hierarchical schemes, and harmonization is needed in 
the future. As an example of such a scheme, in Chan et al.79 the 
population that is PDPN+ (podoplanin)/CD146– (melanoma 
cell adhesion molecular)/CD73+ (ecto-5′-nucleotidase/CD164+ 
(endolyn), isolated from adult femur, has been proposed to be 
a self-renewing, multipotent human SSC. These cells display 
characteristic features such as: i) a higher frequency of colony 
forming efficiency even after secondary and tertiary serial 
transfers in vitro, ii) ability of Lin–/PDPN+/CD164+/CD73+/
CD146– (skeletal stem cells) to form multilineage ossicles 
upon sub-renal transplantation into mice, then to form Lin–/
PDPN+/CD146+ (bone, cartilage, and stromal progenitors) 
prior to their terminal differentiation into cartilage (Lin–/
PDPN+/CD146–), and bone/stroma (Lin–/PDPN+/CD146+). 
Using transcriptomic profiling and microarray technology 
with single BMSCs/SSCs (microfluidics separated), Liu et al.83 

have identified the existence of three distinct subpopulations 
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in BMSCs: skeletal stem cells (fibroblast growth receptor 2), 
skeletal stem cell progenitors (fibroblast growth receptor 
5), angiogenesis-promoting cells (plasminogen activator, 
tissue type and vascular cell adhesion molecular 1). Based 
on the scRNA-sequencing gene expression profiling, 
Wolock et al.93 have further elaborated and validated the 
transcriptional hierarchy of stromal cell phenotypes, along 
with their differentiation fate to osteoblasts, chondrocytes, and 
adipocytes. 

With a great potential for application in studying gene 
expression pattern, and identification of novel transcripts, the 
high throughput single cell RNA sequencing tool has offered 
us a sensitive and specific platform to underpin molecular 
characterization of transcriptomic heterogeneity at the 
single cell level. Moreover, identification of unique stem cell 
populations or sub-populations that differ significantly in 
their differentiation potency predicted by their transcriptome 
has been attempted. However, the molecular basis of 
prevailing heterogeneity among individual stem cells in a 
clonal population is still poorly understood and requires more 
comprehensive and multiple approaches to better understand 
cellular heterogeneity. This may result in fruitful efforts in 
the clinic by using a closely similar cell population to generate 
functional and reproducible grafts for tissue engineering.

Conclusions 

Stem cell-based skeletal tissue regeneration is one of the 
promising areas that may afford clinical solutions for 
musculoskeletal grafts that are needed to treat tissue loss due 
to trauma or disease. Employing a suitable stem cell population 
remains central to the success of bone regeneration and re-
establishment of its marrow. BMSCs contain a subpopulation 
of SSCs with the potential to differentiate into multiple 
lineages of the skeletal system. Lack of recognition of the 
differences between BMSCs/SSCs and other “MSCs,” and 
heterogeneity among BMSCs/SSCs remain as significant issues 
in the field. The isolation of a population of cells that includes 
extraneous cell types (i.e., those from non-skeletal tissues 
that do not contribute to reformation of skeletal tissues), or 
a population with a limited number of SSCs results in the 
failure of tissue engineering approaches. With the advent 
in the characterization and sorting of a stem cell population 
with a specific phenotype, and subsequent amplification to 
enrich populations of desired SSCs has become achievable in 
the laboratory settings. However, technical and procedural 
issues that decrease viability and recovery remain to be 
resolved. Furthermore, utilizing an appropriate scaffolding 
compatible with the microenvironment also contributes 
greatly to the success of stem cell-based regenerative strategies. 
High throughput single cell transcriptomics has emerged as a 
powerful tool for the phenotypic characterization of a given 
population (be it freshly isolated or ex vivo expanded) to 
identify the genetic basis of the inherent heterogeneity. Such 
information can be utilized in the characterization of pure and 
desired stem cell populations to be used for a given function. 
Overall, BMSCs/SSCs represent a suitable cell population for 
the desired outcome of creating a regenerative bone graft; 

however, the success remains critically reliant on knowing 
the characteristics and the true functional nature of the cell 
population being used. Future advancements in the isolation 
and characterization of different subsets of SSCs would enable 
us to engineer successful bone or other skeletal tissue grafts for 
clinical applications.
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